Guidelines to Author

Publication Policy & Peer-review Process

Peer review exists to ensure that journals publish articles which are of benefit to the entire research community. Peer reviewers’ comments and recommendations are an essential guide to inform the editor’s decision on a manuscript that requires revisions and improvement. They are part of the publication process and actually help raise the quality of the manuscript. It also helps the readers to trust the research integrity of the article.

1. The Editor-in-Chief will primarily examine each manuscript.

2. The editor-in-Chief will advise the authors about the acceptance of the manuscript by email.

3. The manuscript will be evaluated on parameters of originality, practical importance, subject relevance, scientific level, and contribution to the current academic scenario.

4. If the manuscript is accepted following publication policies.

5. Accepted manuscript will be forwarded to the double-blind peer review process. Such that the journal does not disclose the identity of the reviewer(s) to the author(s) and does not disclose the identity of the author(s) to the reviewer(s).

6. The review committee is not responsible for stripping of any information during panel review as the original author is not known to the committee.

7. Manuscript/paper will be published only when the article is ‘commended for publication’ from the review committee/editorial board.

8. If necessary the copy-editing work will be done by the members of the Editorial Board.

9. The review process may take minimum 20 working days.

10. In case of acceptance of the manuscript and commended for publication favorably, the manuscript will be published in online mode of time. If paper/article/manuscript is not commended for publication, the rejected manuscripts shall not be returned.